Position: MOLD MAINTENANCE TECHNICIEN (M/F)
Location: BELGIUM, Izegem

As part of the ELEX Group, a strong industrial group with a broad range of subsidiaries in the automotive sector from electronics to sensor technology, Fremach became experts in what we do, supported by an experienced and dynamic executive team.

Fremach employs a total of almost 1,500 employees at its seven facilities in Europe and one in China. Nearly 90% of its employees work at its plants in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Belgium. Two-thirds of our work force is located in Eastern Europe.

In order to support and extend our operations, we are looking for a competent and driven.

Responsibilities:
• Maintain injection moulds to ensure consistent Quality, Output and Yield
• Conduct risk assessments to mitigate all risks
• Completing mould revisions and modifications as needed
• Trouble shoot and correct machine related issues as they arise
• Perform preventive and curative maintenance on injection mould tooling
• Monitor spare parts and order accordingly if there is a shortage
• Communicate effectively internally with Production, Engineers, Managers and externally with Suppliers
• Take leadership towards current & prospective Suppliers
• Perform eye check-up/examinations

Required profile:
• A degree in Mechanics, Welding, Electronics or an equivalent level of experience
• Knowledge in one or more of the following fields: Electronics, Hydraulic, Pneumatic, Mechanical, Micro/TIG Welding, LEAN manufacturing and TPM
• Ability to read, write and speak Dutch &/or French &/or English
• Demonstrate and apply the knowledge and skills to safely, effectively and efficiently disassemble, clean, troubleshoot, and assemble injection moulds
• Read, understand and modify 2D/3Ddrawings in CATIA
• Excels at problem-solving
• An adaptable, flexible an accurate worker
• Pro-active & responsible with a positive attitude
• A team player, but at the same time is able to work self-sufficiently

The company offers:
• Permanent contract
• An attractive salary (minimum 15.00 EUR / gross / hour) in line with your skills and experience
• A challenging position in a highly technological automotive company
• A mission where sense of performance and personal development are combined

How to apply:
If you would like to be a part of a fast growing and innovative company, then Fremach is the place for you. Please send your CV to jemimah.verschoore@fremach.com and eures-belgique@iefp.pt

Further info:
• on the company: www.fremach.be
• on these job profiles: please contact EURES Adviser by email eures-belgique@iefp.pt

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check www.iefp.pt/eures
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